Abstract-Information theoretic techniques are often wed to investigate neural coding. Results -in terms of bits per second or bits per spike -have been used as evidence to support temporal or rate coding, spike t i i n g precision, etc. Despite its use this way, information theory does not tell one what the neural code (or any code) is. In artificial systems, codes are often purposefully made sub-optimal from a pure information density point of view. This work tests the feasibility of a neural code containing error correction characteristics which uses greater spiketiming precision than might he necessary to simply transmit a given amount of information. A model of the recognized prototype of an inhibitory synapse shows that, even compared to small input imprecision and in the presence of robust dynamical behaviors, high timing precision can enable error correction.
I. INTRODUCTION
NFORMATION theory provides general techniques for charactertzing signal content or channel capacity. As such, it has been used with increasing regularity as a tool for investigating neural coding [l] , [21, [31. By comparing neuron output with sensory stimuli or presynaptic trains, researchers have concluded that certain preparations utilize temporal [4] or rate [5] coding, what their channel capacity is [6] , etc.
What often has been lost in this work, however, is that information theory does not inform about the nature of the code used by a system, but only how efficient a carrier of information it is. In other words, it tells you how close a code is to being "optimally compressed. Moreover, one can only learn about a channel's characteristics if one knows what the channel is: for example, the distinction between the encoded data transmission and channel noise (source vs. channel coding). Because of this, conclusions ahout neural coding must be made carefully:
. Presynaptic spike trains are sometimes used as the reference in determining postsynaptic information capacity [31. This treats a neuron as a pure encoder. However, neurons are dynamical systems, and their internal state certainly affects their discharge. To the extent that a neuron's internal state represents information to be transmitted to other cells, these approaches underestimate capacity.
. The idea that neurons are noisy and unreliable has great currency in the literature, based on observations that spike trains look "messy" and that multiple experiments with identical stimuli produce different discharges. These are 1 . . . weak definitions of noise: "variation of a measured quantity from some expected value" in the first case and "whatever is not of interest" in the second [7] . Use of spike train variability as a noise floor in channel capacity estimation only establishes a lower bound on information content, as it ignores the effects of any persistent internal state.
. An apparently low information rate (in bits per spike) might be taken as evidence for rate coding. This presupposes that one knows what data is being coded, arguably only feasible for sensory cells [I] , [6] , [SI, [4] , [SI. In any event, this at best establishes that the neural code is not optimally compressed, which is not the same thing as determining that there is no "extra content'' in the code.
. In artificial systems, there are many reasons for not using optimally compact codes, including convenience, compatibility with other systems, encodingldecoding complexity, and error correction. The observation that a code contains redundancy is not the same as determining that the redundant information is not used. For example, one could analyze the information content of an audio compact disc: the fact that each hit of data carries less than one bit of information does not mean that not all of the bits are used (nor does it tell one what the code is or what is being encoded). It is not unreasonble that similar considerations may be applicable to biological systems. Neuron construction and neural architectures have definite (though unknown) limits to their processing power. If we assume that neuron operation contains significant "noise" uncorrelated with information to be transmitted, then this would be expected to inject errors into the data stream. This argues for codes with significant, and useful, redundancy.
The work described here is a preliminary test of the feasibility of the hypothesis that neural codes can contain redundancy for the purpose of error correction. It presents a simple, biologically plausible system that performs its function more reliably if provided with "extra information". More specifically, a model of a prototypical inhibitory synapse and postsynaptic neuron is presented with low and high temporal precision pacemaker presynaptic (input) spike trains with and without errors. Error aftereffects are then compared to determine if higher temporal precision -more information in the input -can support faster recovery (faster return to the nominal output) -greater error-correction capability. In the absence of inputs, the S A 0 acts as a pacemaker, producing action potentials (APs, outputs) all separated by its natural interval, N . Inputs are presented as postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) produced by transient changes in membrane chloride permeability. In this work, the PSP and AP trains are assimilated to point processes (i.e., only their times of occurrence are used). Figure I To determine the perturbations introduced by errors, a canonical, high-temporal-precision PSP train, 7-1 = {SI, s~, . . . , sn} was first generated (Figure 2(a) , left). Pacemaker stimulation was used, so all PSPs were separated by an invariant interval, I (i.e., I k = I , V k ) . The interval I was chosen so that the model would produce I:1 locking. Errors were introduced by eliminating PSPs (b, dotted lines) 1191. Theset ofPSPs to beeliminated, errors) was generated randomly so that the average separation K = {kl, k2,. .. , k",}, at times S = {Sk,,Skzr.. .. s k m } (the right d u m , arrows). Pemrbation is measured by computing cross intervals between APs just after an error (e. bottom train) and APs in the matching error-free simulation (e, tap bain).
between errors was >> I; this allowed the system to return to its nominal (error free) state between errors. This was then used to producea high temporal precision train with errors, 'He = 'H-S (h, left) , termed an erroneous train.
A number of low precision PSP trains were then generated.
These trains were intended to be possible low precision counterparts of the canonical train, illustrated in Figure 2 (c) by the grey bars. In such a train, the presence of a PSP at any time during some window (width determined by the amount of temporal precision) would be considered to convey the same information. "Jitter" values Uk. taken from a uniform distribution with range &wI, w < 1, were used to alter the time of each canonical PSP to produce a low precision train, selected so that it would not alter the model's dynamical behavior: in this case, that meant that the result was an "imprecise", or "noisy" I: 1 locking. The same errors as used in the high precision case were then introduced -the same PSPs IC were removed -to produce low precision erroneous trains C, (d, left) .
Analysis focused on the times just before and after errors in matchedpairsofsimulations (7-1, H e ) or(L, Le). Becauseofthe comparatively long separation between errors, it was expected that the model's postsynaptic discharge (APs, right column in Figure 2 ) would be identical just before the error for both of the matching error-free and erroneous train pairs. This was verified by the analysis (see Results). For each error time Sk, E S, the few APs just before and after were compared to those in the error-free train to determine the perturbation induced by the missing PSP. This comparison, shown in Figure 2( of p y in the high precision one. Each of these points was assigned to one of c clusters, based on t; -sk,, corresponding to the AP just before an error, the AP preceding that one, etc., and the AP just after an error, the AP after that one, etc. From error to error, these AP times will vary somewhat, but that variation is much less than the interspike interval, and so tisk, will be tightly clustered around c values (c being selected when making the plot). Therefore, for each error kj at time sk. 0 = 1 , 2 , . . . , m). there will be c APs, occurring at times (t3,1, t j , Z , . . . , t j J . This is illustrated in Figure 2 (e) for c = 4, where tj,l = t;-1, t j . 2 = ti, tj,a = t;+l, and t . , 3 4 --t ;+z.
Conversely, for a cluster g (g = 1 , 2 , . . . , c), there are m APs, one corresponding to each error (at times S).
Using this nomenclature, the perturbation that corresponds to an AP at time t j , y (the gth AP around error number j ) is $2, (for high precision inputs) or $$, (for low precision inputs).
Let us assign to cluster g a single time e, = tj,, -s k j as the mean of the offset of each spike in that cluster (over all of the simulations -high and low precision -taken together) from its corresponding error. We can then compute the difference 6j,g = $$, -$Fg for each low precision AP, yielding the set 6, = { 6 1 ,~, 6~,~, . . . , 6,,y} for all APs in a cluster. A recovery plot is a plot of the range of 6,. A, = max(6,) -min(6,). versus cluster time e,. The low precision train was considered to be fully recovered from an error when the A, returned to its pre-error value. . .
in all low precision perturbation plots; this was also the number Fig. 3. 
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RESULTS
Figures 3 through 6 present basic plots and return maps for high precision (3 and 4) and low precision (5 and 6) PSP trains. Figure 5 shows that, over theentire 1000s simulation, postsynaptic intervals resembled presynaptic ones. That this postsynaptic variation was caused by the presynaptic jitter is verified by Figure 6 , which shows that cross intervals (phases) between APs and PSPs were almost invariant. This means that variation in the response of the S A 0 directly followed variation in its input: each PSP substantially reset the neural oscillator's phase. All further results are based on this high precision simulation and ten low precision simulations with identical parameters.
Errors were generated so that at least 5 seconds separated each. Figure 7 is a perturbation plot for a high precision situation, (H, H e ) . As described in Methods, this graph plots cross intervals between APs in the erroneous and error-free trains around the time of the missing PSP versus time relative to that of the missing PSP. So, zero on the X-axis is the time of the missing PSP s k i and all cross intervals around all errors are Despite the pooling of multiple perturbations, there is no noticeable spread among the points plotted, supporting the conclusion that each missing PSP produced an identical perturbation in the high-precision situation. Additionally, all points have a perturbation of 0 just before T = ski indicates that the model was firing at identical times in both the error-free and erroneous cases. Absence of a single inhibitory PSP allowed the model to fire earlier than it otherwise would have -only a bit over 0.1s after the preceding AP -and in fact faster than its natural interval. This is the well-known post-inhibitory rebound. The second APs are also perturbed; in fact, the erroneous trains examined here always produced one more PSP than the error-free ones after each error.
For comparison purposes, Figure 8 pools the perturbation recovery for low precision input for 98 errors. Here, there is little dispersal of the time of the first AP after an error (near t = 0) and noticeable dispersal of the time of the second AP after an error (on the order of 10ms).
Next, the aftereffects of the error were compared between the multiple low precision trains and the high precision train. The recovery plot is presented in Figure 9 . This displays the range of differences in perturbations between the low and high precision cases for all errors in all ten low precision trains (a total of 980 errors over 10,000s simulation time). Up until the error time, the difference was negligible (around 5~s ) ; it is assumed that this represents a sufficient test of significant perturbation difference. Note that the range of perturbation differences for the first posterror APs was 0.16ms. while the second's was much larger at 7. 2111s. Thereafter, there was a short period of "ringing", and then an approximately exponential decay with a time constant of 1.15s. As a result, there could be a significant perturbation difference for twenty or more APs -more than 3.5s. 
IV. DISCUSSION
Preliminary results have been presented that support the hypothesis that high temporal precision in a presynaptic spike train could be used as an error correction mechanism. Errors were missing PSPs, and error correction was determined by how quickly the neuron returned to its error-free firing times. Figure 9 plots the range of differences between all low and high precision error responses. Those responses are the difference in AP timing between simulations identical in every WRY, except for the one missing PSP at time s k i . This is evidenced by all trains having APs at almost precisely the same times just before the missing PSP. These simulations used powerful PSPs, each greatly resetting the neuron's state. This is apparent in Figures 8 and 9 : the first AP after an error had much smaller variability than the low precision PSP times (0.16ms versus 3.8ms). So, regardless of the varying history of preceding PSPs, the time of the next AP was mostly determined by the most recent PSP's timing. This suggests that there is a fast time constant of post-inhibitory rebound that is mostly governed by the cell's own internal dynamics.
The second AP after an error (which occurred after the first "post-error'' PSP) had variability on the order of twice the PSP inaccuracy (7. 2111s versus 3. 8111s). This indicates that PSPs don't completely reset the cell's state -that the memory of previous PSP variation shows through at a somewhat longer time constant. Additionally, that fact that the low precision trains had a range of perturbed responses thereafter was not due to differences in PSP times after the error, as PSPs occurred at exactly the same times for erroneous and error-free simulations. This range of perturbations was, instead, also a long-term aftereffect of different histories of PSP times before the different errors. In other words, the time it took to recover from an error depended on the timing of more than one PSP before the error.
The durability of internal neuronal state is key to both error correction and computation. In the presence of stationary input, a neuron's state will evolve along some attractor in its state space. High precision input will result in a state that closely follows this attractor; the variation in low precision input moves the state off the attractor. In effect, the neuron's state in the low precision case is a "ball", rather than a point, with the size of the ball determined by the input imprecision. Because the state is likely to be away from the attractor, it quite often takes longer to retum to the attractor's vicinity after a perturbation (error).
How much longer depends on the gradient of the attractor basin.
The simulations performed here are viewed as an especially demanding test of the hypothesis. The dynamical behavior selected, phase locking, is the most robust in the presence of presynaptic variability [ 101. The moderately powerful PSPs used almost completely reset the neuronal oscillator's state. Additionally, only a small degree of imprecision (*1%) was used. Therefore, it is expected that this can serve as a reasonable lower bound on the amount of error correction possible with highly precise temporal coding in spike trains.
APPENDIX
The model was initially developedfor the lobster SA0 and FAO (fast adapting stretch receptor organ) [91 and modified to match the pacemaking behavior of the crayfish SA0 (using a bias current (1) and to include an inhibitory synapse (6). Two ionic fluxes, Na' and K', are controlled by voltage-sensitive permeabilities, PNa and PK (2.3). Three leakage permeabilities, PL,K, and P L ,~. present constant pathways for Na+, K' , and Cl-fluxes, respectively (4). Two active pumping pathways, Ip,,,rn and I p ,~ work to maintain internal ionic concentrations (5).
The membrane also has an associated capacitance, C , , ,
. Presynaptic inputs cause fixed-duration changes in the synaptic permeability, cy", to CI- [20] . The membrane potential equation is presented in equation (l), where the currents IX (for type X ) are computed from ionic fluxes as shown in (2-6). 
